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The Sony XBR-X900E is Sony's least expensive to deliver a really excellent image quality, thanks in large part to the full array of local blackouts. This feature allows different areas of the screen to dim itself, and in my experience this is the number one contribution to great image quality on LCD TV. It's no
coincidence that the other two most rated LCD TVs I reviewed this year, the Vizio M Series and the 55-inch TCL 55P607, also use a local blackout. Since these TVs cost significantly less than the X900E, and this is Sony, you can automatically assume that they look worse. You're wrong. In my side-by-
side comparisons each showed advantages and disadvantages in different areas - Sony has a slightly worse black level and contrast, for example, but the best HDR (high dynamic range) image of the three. In the end I rated all three the same for the quality of the image. See all the photos number 24
More that leaves other things. For its higher price the X900E has a hands-down better style than those of the other two, with a modernist view that might be worth the price difference by itself to you. If not, you might be tempted by its neat-o Android TV operating system, packed with apps and boasting an
integrated Google Assistant, just like an Android phone. After all, the Sony XBR-X900E is one of the best TVs of the year, sitting right between the best picture for money call Vizio M and TCL P, and best picture, period appeal OF OLED TVs like the LG C7 series. If you don't want a Vizio/TCL for some
reason and you don't want to approach OLED, this is the TV to get. Sarah Tew/CNET sleek, minimal, no-frills looksAll TVs today have super thin, usually black frames around the picture, and the X900E is no different. Its frame is even thinner than most, however, about half the width of the Vizio M series,
for example, is pretty much the maximum screen in the minimum cabinet. And its black is full, all business and only one accent: a thin chrome stripe below the discreet Sony logo at the bottom. An antidote to the cheap-looking splayed feet worth finding on many competitors, Sony installs the X900E on top
of the traditional center of the pedestal, a raked-back piece of thinly reflective metal that lifts the panel enough to create a floating feel when seen at a fairly low angle. Sarah Tew/CNET Google-powered Smarts, but not so fastSony sets run Google's smart TV system, and it beats homegrown solutions
from Samsung and LG (if not Roku TV) in one important area: app coverage. It is also better, pretty much in every way, than the Vizio system. Unfortunately, the responsiveness of Sony's Android TV system, while tolerant for the most part, is not as fast as many of its competitors, particularly Samsung
Roku. At times the homepage takes forever to load, and Google's little download icon has popped up more than I would like to see it elsewhere. System System lagged behind when I got into the Action Menu Key during the streaming call image settings. Sony Methinks can invest more in processor speed
on this TV. Of course, there's a simple, inexpensive cure for pokiness: throw in the $70 Roku Streaming Stick Plus. Sarah Tew/CNET X900E's app suite is almost as comprehensive as Roku's. Apps that support both 4K and HDR include Amazon and Netflix. 4K but not HDR apps include YouTube,
Google Play Movies and TV, as well as the UltraFlix app with some 4K niche content. Sony's own Ultra app, exclusive to Sony TVs, also has 4K and HDR movies Sony Pictures-based purchase only (usually $26-$30 each). On the other hand, Sony TV's Vudu app doesn't offer 4K and HDR support, even
though the Nvidia Shield Android TV app (like Roku) has both. Other apps abound including PlayStation Vue, CNNGo, HBO Now, Plex, PBS Kids, Sling TV and of course numerous smaller apps along with games available through the Google Play Store (not too excited, it's specific to Android TV, and
much less extensive than the one on your phone). Speaking of phones, many other apps can be thrown at Sony through built-in Google Cast functionality that works just like Chromecast. Sarah Tew/CNET Voices inSony's remote living room has a voice button that, according to November 2017, calls
Google Assistant, similar to the voice assistant placed on Android phones. She even talks through the TV speakers. In my tests most commands worked as expected, although for many things, especially on the navigation screen, you need to have a remote control anyway. The biggest drawback, as
before, was the lack of responsiveness at times. There was once a significant delay before he was ready to take the team. All in all, the experience was less satisfying than the assistant on the Nvidia Shield, but it's still pretty cool - and the best voice integration in any TV yet, except for Alexa on the
Amazon Fire TV Edition. Check out my deep dive with Nvidia Shield assistant for more. Better than talking in the remote control, in my book, is now able to use a far field microphone and talk in the air. Sony TVs are at the forefront of Google Home and Amazon's Alexa integration, too. Alexa owners can
use their devices to control many features on the TV, hands-free, no remote control required using the beta app. When I tested it on Sony OLED it worked well, as did the integration of this TV with Google Home speakers. I don't double-check either feature for this review. Sarah Tew / CNET Full Features
and The best drawing boost extra on the X900E is a complete local blackout. It has improved black levels and contrast by illuminating different areas of the screen separately as needed. Unlike Vizio or TCL, Sony does not disclose the number of blackout zones. In addition, it claims that the more
expensive X940E (which we have not considered) reviewed) works even better than this TV, even if it uses the edges of a lit local blackout system. Display technology LED LCD LED lighting Full array with local blackout Resolution 4K HDR compatible HDR10 Screen form Flat Smart TV: Android TV
Remote: Standard with voice Other image oriented extras include native 120Hz speed upgrades, a noticeable improvement on paper compared to the fake 120Hz speed update (they're actually 60Hz native) found on Vizio M and TCL series. On paper, anyway; in our tests (see below) it doesn't really
matter. Unlike Vizio and TCL, Sony does not support the Dolby Vision HDR format, only HDR10 and HLG. The company will be adding Dolby Vision to higher-end models like the X930E/X940E LCDs and XBR-A1E OLED by the end of 2017, but the X900E won't get that update.4x HDMI inputs with HDMI
2.0b, HDCP 2.23x USB ports1x video component input2x composite video input (1 in conjunction with component)Ethernet (LAN) portOptical digital audio output1x headphones / subwoofer audio output1x RF (antenna) inputRS-232 port (minijack)X900E has a very healthy selection of jacks, especially
compared to the relatively paltry Vizio Mzio. Unlike many Samsung kits, Sony actually has analog video inputs like composite (yellow) and component (red, green and blue) for outdated (non-HDMI) devices. All HDMI inputs will work with 4K and HDR devices, but for best results Sony recommends using
input 2 or 3 (which have higher bandwidth than others) with 4K Blu-ray players and making sure to engage with HDMI advanced mode. Click here for more information. The CNET X900E image quality is an excellent performer, especially with HDR (high dynamic range) material, but in my side-by-side
tests it doesn't significantly surpass the Vizio M Series or the TCL P series. All three score 8 on my 2017 image quality scale without just falling for the OLED TVs I tested, which cost a lot more. The combination of local blackout and high light at Sony leads to great pop and contrast in bright and dark
rooms. The video processing was better than the M or TCL P series, but not as good as some of the other competing sets, while the color was extremely accurate. Page 2 Click on the image on the right to see the image settings used in the review and learn more about how the image management of this



TV worked during the calibration. Dim lighting: Sony delivered deep black levels and solid contrast in my dim room, but Vizios and TCL got a little deeper with most content, for superb punch and exposure. Chapter 3 Atomic Blonde Blu-ray, for example (13:37), where Percival (James McAvoy) makes his
way through Berlin at night Sony's mailbox bars, the shadows between the buildings and the depths of the escape tunnel all appeared shadows darker and more realistic on those other sets compared to Sony. The details of the X900E in the shade were very good, but not better than others, and a little
easier overall because of the slightly higher scale. In several extremely dark scenes, however, such as parts of Voldemort's attack on Hogwarts from Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, Part 2 (45:55), the X900E actually showed deeper black levels than Vizio M, although it still hasn't reached the
depths of Vizio P or TCL. Blacks from Sony's mailbox bars and other deep areas also showed more variations depending on the scene than they did on Vizio M. Overall, I preferred the dark-room performance of M over Sony with the most. The bloom, or stray light output that may haunt some local
blackout kits, wasn't a problem at Sony. Even in complex scenes with bright areas adjacent to letter bars, like interrogation sequences in Chapter 6, or moving the Oppo logo of my disc player screensaver, he has no problem with flowering. Bright lighting: Sony has dropped just short of Samsung in terms
of clean light output with both HDR and SDR material, making it an excellent performer for very bright numbers, or if you just crave a bright picture. Режим телевизора (SDR) 10% окно (SDR) Полный экран (SDR) Режим (HDR) 10% окно (HDR) Samsung UN65MU9000 Динамический 1,410 509
Динамический 1,435 Samsung NoN65'7F Динамический 923 588 Динамический 1,781 Sony XBR-65X900E Яркие 908 524 Яркие 902 Vizio P65-E1 Яркие 459 575 Яркие 498 TCL 55P607 Яркие / затемнение от 438 431 Ярче / темный HDR 448 LG OLED55C7P Яркие 433 145 Яркие 715 Vizio
M65-E0 Яркие 288 339 Яркие 880 Яркий режим, Яркий режим был ужасный цвет, но Cinema Home гораздо более точный и почти такой же яркий, поэтому я рекомендую этот режим вместо этого для ярких номеров. Sony's screen doesn't keep the black level as well as Samsungs, or reduce
reflection as well as Vizios, but it still handled the ambient light well. Precision Color: Before calibrating my sample review was pretty bluish, even in the most accurate Cinema Pro mode, but a few tweaks allowed me to dial it in near perfection. After that, the colors looked gorgeous, with plenty of
saturation to show off the bright neon and blue palette of Atomic Blonde. Meanwhile, the skin tones remained pleasantly neutral. As usual, however, Sony does not show a significant color advantage over any of the others. Video Processing: The X900E doesn't fare quite as well as The Samsung or Vizio
P in this category, but surpass the Vizio M and TCL P series. He had no trouble delivering a proper 1080p/24 cadence in his TruCinema MotionFlow setting, which is (proper) by default in Cinema Pro imaging mode, but can't deliver a TV full motion resolution (minimum blur) without introducing some
smoothness, or the effect of a soap opera. The mode with the best resolution of motion (900 lines) is clear, but it introduced a slight flicker and significantly image, resulting in the insertion of a black frame. I tried to tinker with The MotionFlow custom settings, but its adjustments were pretty rough, and
once the installation registered 600 resolution lines at smoothness 2 or higher, it looked too smooth and lost the correct cadence of 1080p/24. Sticklers for Blur (I'm not alone) note that Samsung and Vizio P Series beat Sony with a score of 1200 lines of traffic resolution, and note that the Vizio M and TCL
P series fell short. Sony advertises its extra video processing, especially for low quality sources, but as usual, I haven't found the effects all that impressive. Its reality setting added an artificial kind of sharpness to my Fios TV channel, and while some viewers may have had an effect, I didn't. Sony's
handling can't help the bad kind of YouTube video I've watched either. As usual, cruddy source material will look bad no matter how well the TV handles. One setting I appreciate was Sony's Smooth Graduation, which has cut some of the sharp transitions to color contours, such as the purple Atomic
Blonde logo name. Sony also has a mode called Xtended Dynamic Range, which applies signal processing to make standard images look more like HDR. This was clearly seen in Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, such as when fireworks explode over Hogwarts (47:00) - bouncing between the high
and outside XRD settings, the lights looked extended and brighter. I don't like the effect because it gamma and otherwise make the image look less like the intention of the producer, but some viewers can. Uniformity: As I would expect from a TV with a full array of blackouts the X900E maintained a very
uniform image across the screen, beating Samsung and TCL, without any more bright areas, banding or spotting spots. In a few full-story test patterns, the middle does seem a little brighter than the edges, but the difference was invisible in the program material. From off-angle it lost the black level and
color fidelity about as fast as others. HDR and 4K Video: Watching Atomic Blonde 4K Blu-ray with HDR10, the X900E was the best in my lineup by a very small margin. Vizio M was almost as good, however, and while the Vizio P and TCL were a little behind, they still looked great. Sony and Vizio M
delivered brighter highlights in many scenes, compared to others, improving their HDR pop. When Lorraine (Charlize Theron) gets a wrap-up in Chapter 2, for example, the vivid musings were a little brighter on these two sets than the others, lending a little more pop music. As I've seen with non-HDR, in
most scenes Sony has made it easier to (worse) black levels than at any of the other except Samsung, which has robbed the image of some exposure and HDR-ness. But his black levels were still very good, and the general contrast still great. Shadow detail was a little better at Sony than others as well,
and its overall image of HDR, HDR, a little lighter than black, was the most pleasant, partly because of the excellent color. It's hard to judge color without an HDR reference, but in my opinion Sony has managed the best in the lineup, showing a little more balance than others while maintaining a shiny,
wide color gamut. And for what it's worth, it's also done very well in my HDR color measurement (see Geek Box below). During the bar scene in Chapter 8, for example, The tones of Lorraine's skin looked at first suitably natural and then shiny reddish pink under bright lighting. Vizio M was closer, while the
TCL was too saturated and Vizio P less brilliant. The color of Samsung also looked very good in this scene, but in others it turned out to be duller and less saturated. And Vizio M, for its part, showed an unnatural bluish hue in the first scenes. As usual, the differences would be hard to spot outside side-by-
side comparisons, and all the sets in my lineup handled HDR color well - much better than the 2016 Vizo M, for example. Of course, different movies have different characteristics, especially in HDR. As part of the M series review, I compared Jason Bourne's Dolby Vision from Apple TV 4K (on Vizios and
TCL) with the HDR10 4K Blu-ray. It didn't matter hugely, and there were no images identical to what I saw with HDR10. Sony still looked best overall, and the M-series still looked great, but the P-series sets (like TCL and Vizio) looked better than before. I also watched Wonder Woman with the same line-
up comparison in the MU9000 review, playing a version of Dolby Vision on Vizios and TCL, and the results were similar. Sony looked the best overall despite not playing the Dolby Vision version, while Samsung again lagged behind the pack. Once again, the TV seems to have a bigger impact on what
you see than the HDR format.  Test score Score Black Brightness (0%) 0.0103 Good peak of white brightness (100%) 923 Good Avg. gamma (10-100%) 2.28 Average Grey Avg error. (10-100%) 0.505 Good dark grey bug (20%) 0.577 Good bright grey bug (70%) 0.363 Good Aug. Color error 1.093 Good
red error 1.496 Good green error 1.035 Good blue error 0.874 Good error Cyan 0.999 Good error Magenta 1.106 Good yellow error 1.048 Good saturation error Avg 0.7 Good Avg. 1.58 Good Avg brightness error. color check error 0.98 Good 1080p/24 Cadence (IAL) Pass Good Motion resolution (max)
900 Good resolution (dejudder off) 300 Poor Input lag (Game Mode) 31.77 Good HDR default Black Glow 0.000 Good Peak White Glow (10% win) 902 Poor Gamut % DCI/P3 (CIE 1976) 94 Good Avg. saturation error 3.5 Average Avg. error color check 3.7 Average Sony XBR-65X900E CNET results
calibration review by David Katzmeyer on ScribdHow We test TVs TVs
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